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Abstract

The next-generation of partially and fully autonomous cars will be powered by embedded many-core platforms. Technologies for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) need to process an unprecedented amount of data within tight power budgets, making those platforms the ideal candidate architecture. Integrating tens-to-hundreds of computing elements that run at lower frequencies allows obtaining impressive performance capabilities at a reduced power consumption, that meets the size, weight and power (SWaP) budget of automotive systems. Unfortunately, the inherent architectural complexity of many-core platforms makes it almost impossible to derive real-time guarantees using “traditional” state-of-the-art techniques, ultimately preventing their adoption in real industrial settings. Having impressive average performances with no guaranteed bounds on the response times of the critical computing activities is of little if no use in safety-critical applications. Project Hercules will address this issue, and provide the required technological infrastructure to exploit the tremendous potential of embedded many-cores for the next generation of automotive systems. This work gives an overview of the integrated Hercules software framework, which allows achieving an order-of-magnitude of predictable performance on top of cutting-edge Commercial-Off-The-Shelf components (COTS). The proposed software stack will let both real-time and non real-time application coexist on next-generation, power-efficient embedded platforms, with preserved timing guarantees.
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1. Introduction

In the next future, cars, and vehicles more in general, will be more and more “intelligent”, and capable of taking independent decision on life-critical activities. In the next future, collisions and crashes will be reduced thanks to hazard detection and avoidance systems such as drivers’ alert buzzes, proximity detection systems, and drowsiness [1] and health emergency detectors (e.g., heart attack [2]). Crossroads and traffic light interceptions will be safer and queues will be reduced, because cars will exchange information on-the-fly on their speed and route before reaching the crossing point, and take decisions accordingly [3]. Advanced features such as smart, advanced speed+distance control systems, will minimize the fuel consumption of a platoon of vehicles at close following distances, thanks to reduced aerodynamic forces acting on them [4]. We also expect that, in the next 15 years, taxi and car sharing companies, will shift their fleets to partially or fully autonomous vehicles. This is for instance the case of Uber [5, 6, 7].

Two are the technological breakthroughs that in the last decade paved the way to such an amazing future for automotive systems. On one side, the high degree of vehicle connectivity with the internet-of-things [8, 9] will provide on-board decision systems with a huge amount of information from the surrounding environment (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) and from other vehicles (Vehicle-to-Vehicle), that can be used to take the most appropriate decision based on real-time, live data. On the other side, the tremendous increase of computational power available in the vehicle will support the hundreds of complex functionalities [10, 11] of current Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) and –soon– of full-fledged self-driving cars.

From the technological viewpoint, building a complete self-driving car is extremely challenging, and commercializing and selling it is even harder. Luckily, despite our society and legislation are not yet ready, and the idea of fully autonomous vehicles might currently be too “futuristic” for the man in the street, for automakers (OEM and Tier-1 companies), the path to driver-less cars is clear since years. Several industrial-grade prototypes exist [12, 13, 14] and also few ones in academia [15], and technologically advanced countries such as U.S.A. and Germany already allow (partially and with limitations) testing of autonomous vehicles on their roads [16, 17]. We are entering right now an exciting period of transition and transformation, where different typologies of cars will be developed, with different levels of automation, as Figure 1 and Table 1 depict 1. We expect to reach fully autonomous capabilities (autonomous Level 5) by 2030 [19].

In less distant future, the main challenge is to build ADAS that provide partial or limited set of functionalities, such as highway autopilot, valet park-

1Source: IHS [18]
Table 1: ADAS levels (source: IHS [18]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADAS level</th>
<th>Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L0</td>
<td>no autonomous functionalities (traditional non-autonomous car market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>one/few autonomous functionalities like cruise control or assisted braking - The market is currently here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>at least 2 autonomous capabilities, like cruise control and lane centering - We are entering this level!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>safety critical functions are performed to the vehicle, but only under certain environmental conditions. The driver is still required and needs to be able to take control at any time (the next generation of the market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>fully autonomous, but the driver is still in charge of performing complex activities such as overtaking, or left-turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>autonomous vehicle without human control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...ing, emergency brakes, or the aforementioned health monitoring and platoon autopilot.

1.1. Building self-driving cars

This revolutionary change in the way we build our cars requires a technological shift also in the computing platforms, opening up a number of opportunities for innovation and research. All the main players of the automotive market are spending an increasing amount of resources in this direction. Major OEM and...
Tier-1s such as BMW, Volvo, Tesla Motors, and General Motors are already developing the necessary know-how and technological background to build the next generation of automotive systems. Recently, even companies from other markets, such as Apple and Google, have entered this challenge (see the Google-Car [12]).

ADAS system engineers face a number of unprecedented challenges and requirements, which are far from being satisfied. Such a system, in fact, must:

1. manage compute-intensive sensor-fusion and image-processing;
2. run with reduced power consumption, allowing vehicles to be equipped with smaller batteries and renewable power sources;
3. quickly interact with the environment, requiring a prompt elaboration of sensor data;
4. execute all the above mentioned activities in a reliable and fault-tolerant way to take over safety-critical human activities.

Luckily, ADAS technology has moved a long way in last years, and today we are capable of meeting requirements 1, 3 and 4 employing powerful in-trunk compute servers. However, as of today, systems supporting these huge computational loads are extremely power-hungry, making them practically impossible to commercialize. The converging needs for predictable high-performance at low power call for a “real-time embedded super-computing platform”, i.e., a platform capable of predictably providing real-time guarantees to applications running on top of power-efficient embedded hardware.

Modern Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) heterogeneous architectures based on multi- and many-core accelerators can satisfy this need for energy-efficient performance. Integrating multiple computing elements running at lower frequencies allows obtaining impressive performance capabilities at a reduced power consumption, while architectural heterogeneity enhances platform flexibility. Examples of such platforms are the NVIDIA Tegra X1 [20], a GPU-based System-on-Chip – SoC (described in Figure 3), and the Xilinx Zynq Ultra-scale [21], which also embeds programmable logic. Unluckily, their tremendous potential in terms of performance/Watt comes at the price of increased architectural complexity, which ultimately makes writing efficient code extremely difficult (poor programmability). Even more importantly for the automotive domain, established methodologies and tools to provide real-time guarantees are born for single-core systems. When applied to many-cores, “traditional” techniques to achieve timing predictability make poor use of parallel/heterogeneous hardware, due to the conservative assumptions made. For this reason, the design methodologies and software stack for automotive systems must be heavily modified, and to some extent re-designed, to cope with the next generation of platforms.

Another important point is that, there is a plethora of existing applications and libraries, that must be supported in next-generation power-efficient ADAS.

In industry, safety-critical software undergoes a long development and verification process, hence has a longer lifetime than “traditional” software (on the

---

2 The capability of exactly predicting the timing behavior of applications is key to provide real-time guarantees, and ultimately to implement verifiable ADAS.
order of 20-25 years). It is therefore absolutely crucial to support also legacy code, with minor or no modifications at all.

Last but not least, the software running safety-critical tasks must be developed according to certified development process, and to strict safety standards. This certification aims at preventing possible injuries due to misbehaving or faulty software. In the case of automotive, in particular, the OSEK/VDK and the newer AUTOSAR standards already establish a set of rules and constraints for operating systems design. These standards impose the usage of a real-time operating system (RTOS) implementing a set of well-known scheduling algorithms and techniques. Usually, the size of the RTOS is kept at a bare minimum to reduce the code complexity (hence the number of possible bugs) and the costs of the verification process. By doing so, it is possible to implement the Freedom From Interference at the RTOS Level, as specified in the ISO26262 Part 6, annex-D [22].

1.2. Paper positioning: the Hercules project

These are the motivations behind the Hercules (“High-Performance Real-time Architectures for Low-Power Embedded Systems”) Project [23]. The ambitious goal of Hercules is to obtain an order-of-magnitude improvement in the cost and power consumption of next generation real-time applications for safety-critical domains. This goal will be pursued by mixing a certified RTOS and a full-fledged operating system on a high-performance many-core COTS hardware.

This paper introduces the software stack envisioned in Hercules. To do so, we show some of the design choices characterizing current automotive systems, guided by industrial requirements from project partners, namely Airbus Group Innovations, Magneti Marelli S.p.A. and Pitom snc. We first describe the hardware system architectural template considered in the project (Section 2), based on existing high-performance, power-efficient COTS platforms available on the market. In Section 3 we describe the full software stack for automotive systems running on top of many-core heterogeneous platforms. In Section 4 we describe which one(s) of the existing programming models for heterogeneous many-core platforms better suits Hercules requirements. Our choices also take into account industrial needs, like the reuse of legacy code and libraries on heterogeneous many-core devices without requiring heavy code re-factoring. This allows maximizing the industrial impact of the Hercules framework (methodologies, tools and software), simplifying the technological transfer to existing application scenarios. Section 5 shows how virtualization techniques are employed to decouple the low-level, hardware-dependent layers of the proposed stack, and the higher application-dependent layers. The proposed hypervisor ensures the necessary spatial and timing isolation to meet Real-Time high-performance requirements of modern ADAS. The Operating Systems chosen to be part of the stack are described and motivated in Section 6, while Section 7 introduces state-of-the-art techniques for resource scheduling in many-core systems that are implemented in the proposed software stack. Finally, Section 8 draws some conclusions.
2. Target architecture

The choice of the target computing platforms is crucial and it affects every part of the technological stack of the project. Most of the existing real-time systems run on embedded architectures that were not been thought to address the predictability and analysability requirements of time-critical applications. The few platforms designed for being fully timing analyzable became quickly obsoleted by later process technologies. For this reason, Hercules employs Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components.

The advantage of using COTS are multiple: they are cheaper than custom-made solutions; they are usually more robust to hardware and timing faults; fully supported by the hardware provider; and easily available for market exploitation.

Hercules targets heterogeneous architectures, featuring a “traditional” high-performance host core (such as 64-bit ARM Cortex-A or Intel i7) and a many-core accelerator, such as GPUs [20], possibly also coupled with FPGA logic [21]. The techniques, rationales and tools developed within Hercules will be designed to be easily portable to future platforms. This is possible thanks to the software stack and highly expressive programming models chosen, which allow hiding the complexity of the hardware architecture, and ensuring application portability: Figures 2 and 3 depict these two platforms.

Figure 2: Scheme of the ARM big.LITTLE platform.

The ARM Big.LITTLE architecture [24] (2011) represents the state-of-the-art for the target “host” subsystem. It couples powerful “big” cores such as Cortex-A57 and slower yet more power-efficient “little” cores such as Cortex-A53 (both implement ARMv8 ISA). Since the two subsets of cores share the on-chip

---

3In order to simplify platform analysis, a typical solution is e.g., to exploit only one core of a multi-core system, leaving the other processing units disabled or – even worse for the power consumption – completely idle. This is clearly extremely inefficient.
memory banks, and caches are coherent, workloads may migrate between them almost on-the-fly. This is typically performed transparently by the OS.

Hercules will employ a Heterogeneous Multi-Processing (HMP) model, which allows concurrently exploiting all physical cores at once, as opposite to the “traditional” clustered switching model, where only one subsystem is active at each time. Tegra [20] is a family of NVIDIA SoCs explicitly targeting embedded systems such as tablets and smartphones. Figure 3 shows that. It couples a “host” subsystem based on ARM multi-cores, and a General Purpose GPU (GP-GPU) in a single package. Poorly parallelizable, control-based and I/O computations are typically executed on the host subsystem, while highly parallel workloads are offloaded to the power-efficient many-core accelerator. The latest release of the family is the Tegra X1 [20] platform that embeds an octa-core host with Big.LITTLE configuration and a Maxwell GPU with 256 CUDA cores. The platform is claimed to achieve 1 TFLOP of computing power, within only 15 Watts. Tegra X1 is not qualified according to Functional Safety and Road Vehicles Standard (ISO 26262 [22]). However, NVIDIA declared that the next version of the platform — called Drive PX2 [25], and based on the novel Parker architecture — will be qualified at least ASIL-B [26]. Since the two platforms are similar from the architectural point of view, the technology produced by Hercules on the Tegra X1 will be easily ported to the Drive PX2, as soon as it will be available, i.e., Q2 of 2017.

The architecture depicted in this section does not cover the full spectrum of modern heterogeneous many-core platforms, yet it is are quite representative of current market trends and products. The Hercules project targets future automotive and avionics systems, whose computational platforms are expected to provide hundreds of GFLOPs within a few Watts \(^4\). This is the main reason behind the selection of Tegra-like platform as one of the reference architectures of the project.

---

\(^4\)Giga-FLOating point OPerations-per-Watt: a well-known metric for the computational power of embedded computing platforms.
3. Hercules software stack

Figure 4 depicts the Hercules software framework. As said, the Hercules project is not tied to a specific system/SoC, yet it targets a specific architectural template, coupling a certified hard-real time platform and heterogeneous SoC with multi-core host and many-core accelerator/GPU.

Hercules aims to support on the same architecture both real-time AUTOSAR-like applications [27] running on top of ERIKA Enterprise [28], and non-real-time (but high-performance) computations performed partly in the Big.LITTLE-like subsystem and partly in the many-core accelerator. In addition to this requirement, it aims to support ISO 26262 certification [22] of some of the safety critical parts. Then, it becomes mandatory to guarantee a proper isolation between the hard real-time parts and the rest of the system, in order to obtain the freedom from interference required by the standard. For these reasons, the hard real-time subsystems have been properly “isolated”:

1. For high levels of safety requirements, the project is planning the integration of an AUTOSAR subsystem running on an external ASIL-D compliant CPU, such as the Tricore AURIX [29]. The external CPU will be connected to the many-core fabric using a predictable communication infrastructure. However, this is not part of the “core” research activities of the project.

2. For lower levels of safety requirements, the real-time subsystem will be integrated in the Big.LITTLE cores. To ensure freedom from interference, we will rely on a hypervisor to separate and isolate the real-time subsystem (run under the ERIKA Enterprise kernel) from the rest of the system.

From the programmability viewpoint, complex many-core based systems can easily become a nightmare even for experienced programmers, and highly-
expressive programming models are the keystone for extracting the full performance/Watt available in the platform. As an addition, predictability is a key requirement in real-time and safety-critical applications, and it must be guaranteed at every level of the HW/SW platform. Unluckily, current programming models for parallel architectures were not designed for real-time systems. They lack of the necessary expressiveness to express, e.g., real-time task periods and deadlines, being inadequate for the goals of the project. For this reason, a key contribution of Hercules is to deeply analyze the available programming models for heterogeneous many-core systems, and discuss how they can be enhanced with predictability extensions, to make them suitable also for the real-time domain. We will start this discussion in the next session.

4. Programming model

There is a plethora of de-facto or de-jure standards for programming heterogeneous architectures, which we want to address to ensure not only compliance with legacy code and software libraries, but also with existing methodologies, tools and, most of all, programmers’ expertise. In this section, we introduce the main advantages and drawbacks for each of them.

Hercules targets energy-efficient GPU-based platform. For this reason, CUDA [30] and OpenCL [31] are the first choice as reference programming models. Unfortunately, they are extremely low-level, and designed for achieving high performance, not predictability, hence they lack the necessary flexibility required by the project. As an addition – and this is especially the case of CUDA, it is not easy to “customize” and extend them with appropriate extensions and language constructs to achieve timing predictability. On the other hand, highly expressive directive-based programming models such as OpenMP [32] and OpenACC [33], specify parallelism at a much higher abstraction level, leaving a lot of room for compiler optimizations and code transformations. Last, but not least, Hercules will release software “as much as possible open-source”, and this might become an issue with proprietary/closed frameworks such as CUDA. For all of these reasons, and in order to provide a clean and simple programming interface, we embrace directive-based programming front-ends such as OpenMP/OpenACC in the project. The Hercules tool-chain will employ compiler transformation to convert high-level directives to lower-level programming routines written in CUDA or OpenCL. We are designing a compiler infrastructure to transform the OpenMP program into its predictable counterpart (see Section 7), by emitting optimized code in CUDA/PTX format. As explained in the following Section 4.1, the Hercules ecosystem will also support legacy hard-real time applications written for AUTOSAR [27].

4.1. Programming heterogeneous platforms

OpenMP [32] is the de-facto standard for programming shared-memory systems. OpenMP was developed at the end of 90’s to program regular, loop-based workload on top of symmetric multiprocessors systems (SMP) with shared-memory. More recently [34], it evolved to deal with more irregular and dynamic parallelism, switching from a loop-oriented approach to a task-oriented
approach. Finally, with specifications 4.5 [32] (2011), it also embraced heterogeneous computing paradigm and execution model by introducing subroutines called target regions to be offloaded to an accelerator device, partially relaxing the original SMP-based execution and shared-memory models. In its specifications, OpenMP is a set of APIs, pragmas and environmental variables. To implement a full parallel software stack, it relies on a run-time which provides basic functionalities for threading and resource allocation/management. The actual run-time implementation, and its set of APIs, are compiler-specific for instance, the most known GNU port relies on the GNU GCC-OpenMP (GOMP) framework [35]. Although some efforts have been made [36], [37], OpenMP is not yet suitable for real-time computing, and the standard does not include support for real-time computing.

The preferred solution for programming NVIDIA GP-GPUs are either CUDA [30] or OpenCL [31]. CUDA provides a set of APIs for (massive) threading and hooks for data movement/placing on the GPU device. Application code runs on top of a run-time library + GPU driver which works together with the operating system to provide these services. The main drawback of CUDA – and of all offload-based programming models in general – is an increased software complexity with respect to, for instance plain C or C++ code, both in terms of lines of code, and to the fact that the programmer must manually partition the application onto computing threads and groups, and to explicitly orchestrate data movements to/from the GPU device. From the “predictability” viewpoint, unfortunately, there are no implicit real-time guarantees in the CUDA standard, and original CUDA run-time and drivers are closed and proprietary. Figure 4 shows possible “real-time CUDA extensions” which might be developed during the project. They are marked with a star. The GPU is currently seen as a non-preemptible, shared resource with run-to-completion semantics. In the project, we will explore the possibility of relaxing these assumptions by adding preemption support and concurrent programming capabilities of a single GPU device.

Open-Computing-Language (OpenCL [31]) is a joint effort by the Khronos Consortium [38] for building an open language for programming accelerator-based platforms. Similarly to CUDA, it provides non real-time APIs for threading and memory management at the application/user level, relying on a run-time+OS+drivers subsystem. Similarly to CUDA, OpenCL increases the complexity of application code, and does not provide real-time guarantees.

4.2. Automotive programming models and AUTOSAR RTE

The previous subsections introduced a set of programming models for non real-time parallel software. In the automotive domain, on the other hand, we currently see two diverging trends. On one side, the real-time, statically allocated, statically configured AUTOSAR standard [27] proposes a complete software stack including device MCAL drivers 5, Basic Software, RTOS and Run Time Environment (RTE) to implement a standard software component

---

5A Micro-controller Abstraction Layer is a software module that directly accesses on-chip controller peripheral modules and external devices that are mapped to memory, and makes the upper software layer independent of them.
model. On the other side, the infotainment world typically relies on non real-time versions of Linux, Android, and proprietary solutions coexisting in the same system.

One of the main goals of Hercules project is to harness the computational power of next-generation parallel embedded platforms, inside a framework where AUTOSAR-compliant real-time applications may concurrently run along with infotainment and non real-time software, without affecting the required timing guarantees. For this reason, the project aims to support a subset of the AUTOSAR specification by extending the operating system with a minimal RTE support, coupled with appropriate mechanisms allowing the sharing of data as well as the concurrent usage of common peripherals (see Section 3). From a research perspective, Hercules will mainly focus on offload-based languages such as OpenMP, CUDA and OpenCL. Despite supporting AUTOSAR is not the main focus of the project, its adoption enables us to support legacy automotive code, maximizing the penetration of the produced technology in industry.

In the Hercules software stack, the operating system layer is based on ERIKA Enterprise [39, 28], an open-source OSEK/VDX certified OS, and on the real-time versions of the Linux kernel. They are discussed more in detail in Section 6.

By allowing the integration of AUTOSAR components together with high-performance software stacks, the consortium aims at ensuring portability of code provided by several software suppliers with different degrees of real-time support. Special attention is also given to the possibility of running code certified under the ISO 26262 automotive functional safety standard [22]. Although the project does not aim at providing a full ASIL-D certified stack, the potential usage of the architecture proposed in safety applications will be analyzed, and recommendations for the creation of a certifiable stack will be produced.

5. Virtualization in Hercules

In the Hercules software stack, we employ an hypervisor to achieve the spatial and timing isolation between software components necessary to provide predictability and real-time guarantees. The project is currently evaluating several options, starting from existing open-source projects. The choice of the hypervisor will be guided by a set of requirements, such as:

1. possibility of running multiple operating systems (i.e., Linux and ERIKA Enterprise [28]);
2. possibility to support core assignments (pinning) to the single guest OS; it is important to state that we are not aiming at the coexistence of a high number of Virtual machines on the same CPU (as it happens in cloud environments), but rather the typical setup will statically allocate a single OS to one or more CPUs, to limit the virtualization overhead, still maintaining the separation needed by the safety standards;
3. possibility to share peripherals such as GPUs and communication busses;
4. possibility to be certified, which typically means choosing hypervisors which have a minimal footprint (in the order of 10k lines of code — LoCs);
5. possibility to support heterogeneous architectures, such as the many-core systems used in the project.
We employ a virtualization mechanism, composed of one hypervisor module that manages sub-domains in the system, hiding platform complexity to programmers, and to provide applications with spatial and timing isolation. This is shown at the bottom of Figure 4. In order to support the HW/SW partitioning, predictable communication will be implemented, among the multiple hardware sub-domains (the horizontal double-arrows in Figure 4).

5.1. Virtualization of the host subsystem

Virtualization is widely adopted in general purpose platforms, especially for cloud computing. One of the most widely adopted open source hypervisors is probably Xen. A recent effort to enhance Xen with real-time capabilities is the project RT-Xen [40] (in mainline Xen since v4.6). It implements a hierarchical real-time scheduling framework based on global EDF scheduling, within approximately 100K LoCs of C code. Unfortunately, the size of the hypervisor is crucial, as the effort for system verification, hence, certification, grows significantly with the number of LoCs. For this reason, micro-solutions such as Jailhouse or Xvisor are strongly preferred in this project.

Jailhouse [41], developed mainly by Siemens, is a Linux-based hypervisor oriented to real-time and safety applications—so called "inmates". Jailhouse isolates the virtual machines, called cells, with few lines of code (13513 written in C), removing all of the unnecessary features (e.g., hooks for diagnostic tools), and schedules the virtual machines by pinning them to the computing cores. It also allows running bare-metal applications alongside to Linux.

Xvisor [42] is bigger than Jailhouse (460k lines of C code) but offers many high level features like Xen and KVM, keeping a small memory footprint (around 2MB) and a higher performance compared to them.

5.2. Porting the Jailhouse Hypervisor on Embedded platform for automotive

During the initial part of the project, we have ported the Jailhouse hypervisor on the Nvidia Tegra TX1 platform, supporting the default Linux kernel 3.10 provided by Nvidia. The source code has been made publicly available through the GitHub platform [43]. This activity has also created the opportunity for improving most of the existing documentation of the original project.

On such a platform, we have experimentally measured a jitter between 8 and 10 µs for the standard Jailhouse demo consisting of a periodic timer interrupt. The time for issuing a hypercall from a bare-metal application running on a dedicated core has been measured between 600 nsec and 2 µs. This time is about the double of the time needed for issuing a Linux system call on the platform (whose minimum duration has been measured equal to 260 nsec).

The next step will concern the porting of the ERIKA Enterprise RTOS on the platform. This activity will let creating the AMP architecture envisioned in Hercules, consisting of an automotive-grade RTOS alongside the Linux OS under the supervision and enforcement of the hypervisor. We will then design and develop efficient mechanisms for communication and synchronization between the two OSs. Such a software architecture will be also ported to different platforms, including the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale [21].

\*Asymmetric Multi-Processing
5.3. Proxy cells for resource sharing

With regards to mainstream hypervisors like Xen, despite the recent interest in augmenting their real time capabilities with specifically designed patches (e.g. RT-Xen [40]), they still lack proper system-wide arbitration policies for resources other than CPU cores, resulting in unwanted interference that reduces the analysability and predictability of the whole platform. One of our recent works [44] made explicit the fact that, even if RT-Xen allows us to specify a real time domain with a global EDF virtual CPUs scheduling, systematic deadline misses occurs when tasks belonging to the non-real time domain interfere with resources that are used (even sporadically) by the real time domain. In particular, we show that if a non-real time task enqueues many big IO storage requests, the real time domain might starve for as long as a second before having its own IO request served; this was observed to happen no matter how small is the request coming from the critical partition. Mitigation of such effects is usually obtained by exploiting OS-level arbitration systems, such as cgroups in Linux: however, such mechanisms are known to provide an insufficient level of control granularity as cgroups rely on token bucket based mechanisms (known for their bursty nature) or proportional sharing (also proven to be based on suboptimal strategies [45]). On the top of that, the additional overhead of managing resources both at the OS level and hypervisor level poses additional problems.

The idea of the Hercules for addressing such challenges is to exploit the innovative design enabled by the Jailhouse hypervisor of assigning devices in an exclusive way either to the root cell or to one of the bare metal applications running on inmates. Inmates are known to provide extremely low latencies, hence minimal drivers might run as bare metal applications (or on top of small footprint RTOS such as Erika) to have pass through access to such resources. It is trivial to understand that such solution (encouraged by Jailhouse “philosophy”) represents an unacceptable restriction when we want such inmate assigned resources to be used also by other cells. We tackle this with a resource sharing mechanism we are developing, based on the concept of Jailhouse proxy cells. This is enabled by defining a region of shared memory that acts as a mailbox messaging system among cells. Our solution is shown in Figure 5.

In particular we implemented it on the NVIDIA TK1 developer board 7. The Tegra® K1 System on Chip (SoC), which includes a quad-core ARM® A-15 CPU and an NVIDIA Kepler GPU with 192 CUDA cores. The developer kit comes equipped with 2 GB of RAM and many different I/O peripherals such as UART serial port, HDMI, GPIOs, USB, etc. The lower part of the figure shows which memory mapped devices of the board are made exclusively available to the different Jailhouse cells. Following a simple color code, the white peripherals (USB, Display and PCIe) are bound to the root cell, which runs Debian, while the rightmost one (UART) is accessible only by the inmate cell. The darker (SHMEM) region is the shared memory that we defined in order to implement the mailbox messaging system: here three memory location are defined (a,b and c) that are readable and writable by both cells.

7The Tegra X1 was not available when we carried this exploration. However, the two boards are equivalent from an architectural viewpoints.
We set the different cell configuration mapping the different devices and memory to different physical addresses of the RAM. In this setup we wanted to make the root cell able to communicate using the serial port, which is not directly accessible because it is in exclusive use of the inmate cell. To achieve this, the two cells communicate through the shared memory using a simple protocol: the requester writes on memory location $a$ the size of the data that has to be transmitted and the actual data on memory location $b$, which is of fixed size $\text{data-size}$; the proxy cell reads the request (time-triggered) and starts reading the data from memory location $b$, notifying at location $c$ when it finishes. If the size of data is greater than $\text{data-size}$, than the requester writes the second chunk of data at location $b$ and the procedure repeats. The proxy cell can eventually publish the data received on the UART port at the end of the transmission.

This simple scenario is just a proof-of-concept, but it is trivial to extend the proxy cell concept to whatever device that needs low latency capabilities or real-time constraints, provided that it is not possible to offer higher capabilities than the ones offered by the hardware resource or by the OS capabilities of the requester cell.

5.4. GPU management and virtualization

As GP-GPUs became mainstream, there was a big interest of virtualizing graphic cards, e.g., for cloud computing. Unfortunately, “hiding” one or multiple GPUs under a hypervisor introduces a serious performance penalty for crossing its software layers, which ultimately might compromise the advantage of many-core acceleration. For this reason, a common solution is to provide a so-called pass-through mechanism for the CUDA drivers, which are allowed to bypass the virtualization layers and directly access the device. It is depicted in Figure 6. This mechanism is represented by the arrow in Figure 4 that directly accesses the GPU, and it’s currently supported on a limited set of GPUs, and for specific
drivers\textsuperscript{8}. A number of hypervisors and virtualization schemes exist for GPUs. Interested reader might refer to [47] as a good survey.

6. Host Operating Systems: ERIKA and Linux

For the host part, we decided to start from the application requirements collected by the partners, in order to build an innovative infrastructure providing good performance while supporting legacy code.

The critical tasks of automotive vehicles need to be executed by a RTOS compliant to well-known safety standards (e.g., OSEK/VDX, AUTOSAR). Such RTOS is typically offered by companies specialized in the automotive domain (e.g., Vector, ElektroBit, ETAS) under commercial royalty-based licenses.

The growing interest for using a general-purpose operating system (OS) for the execution of real-time tasks has involved the automotive market too. Such interest aims at both lowering the production costs and providing a higher number of functionalities. The Linux OS, for example, has recently integrated the real-time CPU scheduler SCHED_DEADLINE [48] originally developed by Evidence Srl in the context of the ACTORS FP7 project. This scheduler is based on the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm and provides Resource Reservations among the running tasks: each task is guaranteed to meet its timing constraints regardless of the behavior of the other tasks executing in the system. In parallel, the Linux Foundation started financing the PREEMPT_RT [49] and the Automotive Grade [50] projects.

Unfortunately, the code size and the lack of full determinism of general purpose OSs do not make them eligible for safety-critical tasks in the automotive domain. Nevertheless, a number of on-going efforts (e.g., AUTOSAR Adaptive) aim at using such OSs for non-critical activities within the vehicle.

6.1. Why Erika Enterprise and Linux

The choice of the ERIKA Enterprise RTOS let the Hercules stack supporting legacy AUTOSAR applications on top of an open-source implementation.

\textsuperscript{8}For instance, NVIDIA published [46] a list of applications which are certified for this technology (called NVIDIA Grid).
ERIKA Enterprise [28] is currently the only open-source OSEK/VDX certified operating system, implementing a subset of the extensions specified by the AUTOSAR OS standard. This opens the possibility to run legacy automotive applications with minimal or no changes. For this reason, we are currently implementing Big.LITTLE support in ERIKA Enterprise.

The Linux OS is the best candidate for running on the host core of the envisioned hardware architecture illustrated in Section 4. There are multiple reasons behind this choice: the excellent throughput within reasonable response times (that can be further reduced through additional real-time patches\(^9\)), the high number of SoCs and peripherals already supported, the built-in support for big.LITTLE architectures that will be further improved by next-coming patches by ARM and Linaro\(^10\), the extreme customizability both at compile- and at run-time. More in details, the project will leverage the advanced SCHED_DEADLINE [48] scheduler, recently integrated into the official Linux kernel. This component will be further improved by integrating predictable power-management algorithms (e.g., synchronization with the `cpufreq`'s schedutil governor) and better scheduling strategies (e.g., CPU reclaiming [51]), to realize an energy-efficient real-time Linux-based run-time for the host processors.

7. Scheduling of shared resources

7.1. Memory accesses and the PRedictable Execution Model

In order to achieve predictable execution on heterogeneous many-core platforms, it is necessary to control the way how individual CPU cores and on-chip peripherals access the shared resources such as on-chip interconnects and main memory. Of these, the main memory is the slowest one and likely to be the bottleneck. Hence, we focus our attention to predictable sharing of it.

The approach proposed in Hercules is inspired by the so-called PRedictable Execution Model (PREM) [52, 53], where the predictability of memory accesses from single software components (tasks) is increased using prefetching techniques and scheduling prefetch bursts from different cores to not interfere with each other.

Under PREM, tasks are split into pairs of memory and computational phases. Figure 7 shows the distribution of memory accesses both in PREM and non-PREM models. In a first memory phase, tasks retrieve and copy data from the main memory into the local cache of the core they are executing on, whereas, in the following computational phase, they elaborate non-preemptively previously-cached data. This execution model allows the variability of memory-contention latencies to be greatly reduced, by explicitly controlling memory accesses during memory phases. As such, it allows the overall task execution times to become much more predictable. Addressing single-core systems, a PREM-compliant Co-scheduler is proposed granting main-memory access only when the task being executed on the processor is in the computational phase, without incurring memory conflicts.

\(^9\)E.g., PREEMPT_RT, https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/realtime/
\(^10\)Energy-Aware Scheduling (EAS), https://www.linaro.org/blog/core-dump/energy-aware-scheduling-eas-project/
To enforce this scheduling policy, the co-scheduler relies on the presence of a Real-Time Bridge, which arbitrates the access to memory in a time-sharing fashion. This is however not the case of Hercules, whose approach is completely on the software point of view, i.e., it does not need additional hardware other than the one which is usually already shipped embedded in a board (e.g., one or more DMA engines). To apply the PREM approach to the SoCs selected for the project, it is not sufficient to deal with software running on the CPUs but one has to take into account other on-chip peripherals accessing the main memory, such as GPUs, Ethernet, Video Input (VI) etc. The following sections describe how this is done in Hercules.

7.1.1. Memory accesses from host CPUs

On the CPU side, scheduling of PREM-based prefetch bursts leads to predictable execution only when the application can actually be converted to the PREM-compatible way of execution. This is however not a trivial task, because, for instance several ADAS applications already leverage a host-accelerator model, where data transfers among the two subsystems are made explicit, e.g., with buffers (OpenCL or CUDA) or code annotations (OpenMP/OpenACC pragmas). As an addition, data prefetching is widely employed as a performance booster for embedded applications, and code written with such techniques naturally tends itself to PREM. On the other hand, there are certainly cases where either the conversion is not possible/straightforward, or the application might not follow the PREM rules due to bugs. The Hercules software stack handles these cases by providing a throttling mechanism for preventing uncontrolled memory access. The mechanism is inspired by the MemGuard tool [54], that was proven to increase system predictability by providing timing and spatial isolation among software components in real-time systems. The difference be-
tween the work in [54], and the Hercules approach, is that we will implement throttling within the hypervisor on Tegra’s ARM sub-domain, rather than the Linux kernel running on x86 processor.

The MemGuard-like throttling mechanism uses performance counters to monitor cache misses made by virtual machines (VM). Whenever the VM exceeds the cache miss budget allocated to it, an interrupt is generated and the hypervisor pauses the VM execution to protect other VMs from unwanted interference.

To implement the MemGuard-like throttling on the ARM platform, it is necessary to select the proper performance event to be counted by the performance counter. Performance events are defined in ARMv8 reference manual [55], but quite a lot of details is left implementation defined. It is therefore crucial to properly analyze the semantics of performance events on the given ARM implementation – NVIDIA Tegra X1 in our case.

The following events are candidates for using in the throttling mechanism: L2D_CACHE_REFILL, L2D_CACHE_WB\(^{11}\) and BUS_ACCESS. From our experiments, we conclude that L2D_CACHE_REFILL can be used for counting of memory reads, L2D_CACHE_WB for memory writes and BUS_ACCESS for both reads and writes. BUS_ACCESS is the best candidate for use in throttling. One has to be aware that, as follows the our experiments, there are four BUS_ACCESS events per a single memory access.

7.1.2. Memory accesses from on-chip peripherals

Contention among CPUs is not the only source of non-predictability. Most on-chip peripherals can access the main memory as well and interfere with the CPUs. A conceptual diagram of how these controllers might interact is shown in Figure 8. A part of the problem is that, it is not easy to control when the memory is accessed. For example, the Ethernet controller stores incoming packets to the main memory when they arrive and the CPU has little control over this process. To eliminate this source of unpredictability, we studied the

\(^{11}\)WB stands for write-back
details of the Memory Controller (MC) on the Tegra X1. Figure 9 describes the memory hierarchy of the platform, and highlights possible source of contention. This is part of the analysis carried on in [56]. The MC can be reconfigured to limit the memory bandwidth allocated to non-CPU clients and use this to limit the interference from the selected memory clients.

Figure 9: A simplified overview of the Tegra X1 memory hierarchy, with notable memory contention points: 1) L2 cache shared by the four cores; 2) contention of memory bus from different cores; 3) coherency protocol on Last-Level Cache (LLC), and 4) access arbitration and traffic shaping by memory controller.

Figure 10 shows the results of our experiments with throttling the GPU. The horizontal axis shows the level of throttling and the vertical axis the memory bandwidth consumed by a simple memory-bound GPU kernel. One thing the graph shows is that the memory bandwidth available to the GPU, which is inversely proportional to the kernel execution time, depends on the memory activity of the CPU(s), i.e. the memory accesses from the CPU have priority over GPU accesses. By changing the memory controller configuration, it is possible to limit the GPU memory bandwidth so that the GPU kernel execution time is independent of CPU activity (throttle value of 8 in Fig. 10).

7.1.3. Summarizing memory scheduling

We are currently implementing a system where the throttling mechanisms described in the previous sections is used together with the goal of limiting the interference caused by uncoordinated accesses to the shared memory. In other words, we will co-schedule the applications and hardware resources via the run-time reconfiguration of the throttling mechanisms implemented in the hypervisor module. The results will be not only the increased predictability, but also resistance of the system to potentially misbehaving application.

The co-scheduling is based on several sources of information – off-line analysis made by the compiler (with the hints from programmers) and on-line information based on light-weight tracing of run-time activity (e.g. performance counters).

Unfortunately, it is not possible to change memory client priority on Tegra X1
Exploiting all available information about the application together with using hardware features of the modern platforms, allows us to improve the predictability of the overall system.

8. Conclusions

This paper describes the goals and organization of the Hercules H2020 project [23], a first attempt of building a complete software stack for automotive systems based on commercial-off-the-shelf components, that is also able to interface with an ASIL-D certified subsystem for running legacy, hard-real time workload.

As a summary, we hide the complexity of the underlying platforms by means of virtualization, and provide support for two kind of operating systems. On one side, a statically configured instance of ERIKA Enterprise, pinned to one of the “LITTLE” cores, allows running static real-time applications typical of the automotive market. On the other side, Linux with RT extensions (typically running on all the remaining CPUs of the “Big” subsystem) is devoted to more computationally intensive dynamic workloads. The small footprint of the adopted hypervisor (few lines of code) opens the possibility of a functional safety certification path following the ISO 26262 specification [22].

The integration of hypervisor, operating system and run-time libraries enables the Hercules framework to provide predictable real-time guarantees for next-generation safety-critical applications, supported by a lightweight pragma-based application programming interface. Widely-adopted programming models for heterogenous architectures, such as OpenMP and OpenACC, will be extended with real-time semantic constructs. The ultimate goal of the project is to enable parallel, non real-time and hard/soft real-time workloads to run side-by-side on the same platform, while preserving the required timing guarantees of safety-critical applications with different performance requirements.
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